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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Shark  skin  has  attracted  worldwide  attention  because  of  its superior  drag  reduction,  antifouling  perfor-
mance  induced  from  its  unique  surface  morphology.  Although  the  vivid  shark  skin  has  been  fabricated
by  a bio-replicated  micro-imprinting  approach  in  previous  studies  and  superior  drag  reduction  effect  has
been validated  in  water  tunnel,  continuous  large-area  fabrication  is  still  an  obstacle  to  wide  apply.  In
this  paper,  one  novel  bio-replication  coating  technology  is  proposed  for large-area  transfer  of  shark  skin
based on  rapid UV curable  paint.  Apart from  design  of coating  system,  bio-replication  accuracy  of surface
morphology  was validated  about  97%  by  comparison  between  shark  skin  template  and  coating  surface
morphology.  Finally,  the  drag  reduction  and  anti-fouling  function  of  coating  surface  were  tested  in water
tunnel  and  open  algae  pond respectively.  Drag  reduction  rate  of  coating  surface  was  validated  about  12%
higher  and  anti-fouling  was  proved  to about  hundred  times  ameliorate,  all  of  which  are  more  excellent
than  simple  2D  riblet  surface.

©  2014  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

The skin of fast swimming sharks possesses excellent perfor-
mance in drag reduction, so-called shark skin effect. As the cause
of shark skin effect, it has been demonstrated that the tiny scales
covering the skin of fast swimming sharks are shaped like small
riblets and perfectly aligned in the direction of fluid flow. Under
such inspiration, Walsh investigated several different types of riblet
surfaces, and experimentally found that about 8% drag reduction
occurred for a symmetric V-groove riblet [1]. Liu et al. carried out
the experiments of pipes lined with a film of micro-grooved equi-
lateral triangles of base 0.11 mm,  and the drag-reducing efficiency
could reach 5–7% in fully developed turbulent flow of water [2].
Choi compared near-wall structure over the smooth and micro-
grooved riblet surface, and clarified that the restriction of spanwise
movement of the longitudinal vortices were a prime mechanism
for drag reduction of riblet surfaces [3]. Bechert built adjustable
surface with longitudinal blade ribs and with slits on basis of sys-
tematic experimental optimization, providing a maximum benefit
of a 9.9% decrease in fluid drag [4]. A great variety of reviews about
drag reduction riblet surface were presented by Walsh and Bhushan
[5,6]. Almost all of these drag reduction riblet surfaces were mainly
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focused on two-dimensional (2D) riblet with simple cross section
such as sawtooth, scalloped and blade, and their maximum benefits
in reduction of fluid drag have not reached 10% [7–10].

Although the design of riblet surface for drag reduction stole
inspiration from nature, the drag reducing efficiency in general is
much lower than that of biological prototype such as real shark skin.
The swimming performance of real shark skin has been explored
and experimentally or theoretically clarified its drag reducing effi-
ciency can reach more than 12%, which is superior to that of simple
2D riblet. Lang et al. investigated the influence of bristled shark skin
on control of boundary layer, and found that the scales of some fast
swimming sharks were pliable to adjust the drag reduction effect
[11,12]. Oeffner and Lauder compared self-propelled swimming
speed of different surfaces, and found that real shark skin foils actu-
ally had benefit in swimming performance of an average of 12.3%
(with a maximal improvement of almost 20%) as compared with the
same foils with denticles sanded off [13]. Zhang et al. built complex
simulation model on basis of scanned data of real shark skin, and
theoretically concluded that “back flowing” phenomenon was one
of the most important factors to produce superior drag-reducing
efficiency [14–16]. Numerous studies have indicated that real shark
skin is more advanced than simple 2D riblets surface in drag reduc-
tion. Whereas, the forming of biomimetic shark skins with surface
morphology close to the biological prototype is still a hard work. By
simplifying or magnifying the shark scales, some biomimetic shark
skins have been fabricated [17–19]. Recently, Zhang et al. directly
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Fig. 1. Schematics of natural function surface morphology coating technology.

took real shark skin as replica template to fabricate vivid shark skin,
and the test results in water tunnel demonstrated that the wall drag
was reduced about 12% [20–22]. However, this method still has dif-
ficulty in fabricating continuous large-area biomimetic shark skin
surface.

Therefore, how to continuously fabricate or even transfer real
shark skin morphology onto the freeform surface in a large area is
gradually becoming more necessary to meet the urgent demands
on energy saving. In order to resolve the problems in large area
fabrication of hierarchical drag reduction surface structure, a novel
bio-replication coating approach is proposed on basis of rapid UV
curable polymer, in which the real shark skin is directly taken as a
replica template. Shark skin bio-replication coating mechanism is
investigated and coating instrument is illustrated. Apart from pre-
treatment of shark skin, replication coating processes are described
in detail and replication accuracy is made clear by comparison
between shark skin template and replicated coating surface. Finally,
its outstanding drag reduction and anti-fouling performance of bio-
replication coating are validated by tests in water tunnel and open
algae pond respectively.

2. Materials and bio-replication coating device

Micro-embossing or -imprinting has become more prevalent
for low-cost and mass-production of micro- or nano-structures.
However micro-embossing or -imprinting was generally limited
to regular 2D micro-patterns, not suitable for complex 3D micro-
patterns as like shark skin due to considerable difficulty in
demolding. In order to make transfer of natural shark skin onto free-
form surface possible, flexible bio-replication coating approach of
shark skin is proposed as shown in Fig. 1, whose mechanism is based
upon micro-embossing.

2.1. Materials

The skin of Carcharhinus brachyurous (1.4 m in length, Beijing
Fishery Corp.), which is a typical fast swimming shark, was  taken as
the template of bio-replication coating. As the material of UV trans-
parent embossing belt, Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was  applied
and the Sylgard 184 elastomer kit (Dow. Corning, US) was  used.

The thickness of soft negative mold was set 5 mm as thin as
possible to ensure UV shining transmitting enough. A commer-
cial water solution of an ionomeric polyurethane diacrylate (PUC,
trade nameUCECOAT 6558, MW = 10,000 g/mol) was  used as base
UV-curable resin. Darocur 1173 (Ciba Specialties Chemical) was
employed as photo-initiator [23,24]. A standard protein sample and
soybean lecithin were provided by Shanghai Hufeng Biotechnology
Co., Ltd. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) was used to label the pro-
tein/ liposome and FITC-protein conjugates were prepared on our
own.

2.2. Bio-replication coating device based on UV curable paint

All the processes of bio-replication coating involve pre-
treatment of shark skin, soft negative mold preparation and rapid
micro-embossing of UV curable paint. A long strip of the soft
negative mold is connected into a flexible ring to meet coating
requirements of various free-form surfaces.

Pretreatment of shark skin is important to maintain its surface
micro-morphology and improve strength as the molding template.
Here pre-treatment of shark skin consists of following steps: rigid
fastening, cleaning, chemical fixation, rinse, dehydration and dry-
ing.

To replicate shark skin in large area, a piece of fresh shark skin
(200 mm × 550 mm)  with good morphology was selected as the
shark skin template and pretreated as follows. Shark skin template
i1s rinsed 3–5 times in clear water, and then 2–3 times in deion-
ized water to clean the blood or other impurities. After flattened
and nailed to a rigid plate, shark skin template is put into 2.5%
glutaraldehyde (C5H8O2) over 3 h to maintain its original micro-
morphology via chemical fixation. The chemical fixed shark skin
template is rinsed 1 h by 3–4 times change of 0.1 mol/L pH7.2 phos-
phate buffer solution. The residual solution upon template is rinsed
off 3-4 times in the clear water and deionized water. Gradient
dehydration process is conducted to prevent template deforma-
tion from excessive water loss in drying. Chemical fixed shark skin
samples are immersed in a concentration of 30%, 50%, 75%, 80%,
95% and 100% ehanol solution to dehydrate step by step, each for
15–30 min. After keeping inside a drying oven over 12 h at 60 ◦C,
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